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BLACK BULL RESOURCES JNC. 
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ASSESSMENT REPORT 
GEOLOGICAL MAPPING and SOIL GEOCHEMKXL SURVE.Y 

HORN PROPERTY 

1 .OO introduction 
The Horn property which is the subject of this report consists of a large block of 
contiguous claims situated in the St. Mary valley, centered about 20 kilometers southwest 
of Kimberley in the East Kootenay region of British Columbia. The claim block occurs 
mostly on the south side of the St.Mary river, forming an east-west block between 
Meachen creek and Pitt creek. Relief is modest on the east to rugged on the west, ranging 
from 900 metres ASL to over 2 100 metres. The region has thick forest cover with a 
modest percentage of outcrop. Access is via two major roads from Highway 95A, the 
St.Mary Lake road or the River road which is a logging access road. These roads occur on 
the north and south sides of the St. Mary river respectively. The Angus and Hellroaring 
creek logging roads provide the secondary access onto tertiaq fogging roads to various 
points on the property. (See enclosed Index Map.) 

1.10 Property Definition, History, Background Information 
The part of the property of concern to this report includes: 

Horn Claim Units Record # Anniv. Date 
1 1 212445 May 2 l/2000 
2 1 212446 May 2 l/2000 
3 1 212447 May 22/2OUO 
4 1 212448 May 2212000 
5 1 2 t 2449 May 22/2000 
6 1 212450 May 22/2000 
7 1 212451 May 20/2OOO 
8 1 212452 May 20/2000 
9 1 212453 May 2012OUO 
10 1 212454 May 20/2000 
11 1 212455 May 20/2000 
12 1 212456 May 20/2000 
13 1 212457 May 2 f /2000 
14 1 212458 May 2 112000 
15 1 212459 May 2 l/2000 
16 12 212460 May 2312000 
17 20 212461 May 2412000 
1s 1 212462 May 22/2000 
19 1 212463 May 2212000 
20 1 212464 May 22/2000 
21 5 212465 May 22/2000 
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sheared sediments immediately beneath the contact with a gabbro sill. Present are pyrrhotite, 
galena, sphalerite and arsenopyrite. The Warhorse (Boyscout- 1920/30’s)) is a northwest- 
striking, southwest-dipping vein system in sheared sediments on the south side of Helh-oaring 
Creek. ft is tested on three levels with vein exposures ranging from 3 to I2 feet containing 
gaiena, sphalerite, pyrite, and arsenopyrite with some siderite in the quartz gangue. Minor 
gold values are indicated. One underground sample across 12 inches: 0.01 oz/t gold; 4. I oz/t 
Ag; 15.8%Pb; and 8.5%Zn. This structural zone transects Aldridge sediments and pegmatites 
associated with the Hellroaring Creek stock. 

This historical work and several recent projects highlighted in ear-her reports involves 
principally the west side of the Horn property, not the subject area for this particular report. 
On the east there is httle known early work in the area, the only known showing is the 
Cotnoir/Fors galendsphalerite occurrence low down in Pitt creek, east of the map area. 
Recent exploration has been completed in the area between Pudding Bum and Pitt creeks. 
During the late 1980’s into the early 1990’s, intense exploration work was done by two 
companies. Consolidated Ramrod Gold completed mapping, a large soil geochem grid, some 
Utem geophysics surveying and fourteen drill holes in an area centered low down 
topographically and principally east of Pudding Bum creek. The presence of Pb/Zn 
mineralization in sediments within the Lower Aldridge was the main fms for the work. Beds 
and bands high in pyrrhotite, with erratic galena and sphalerite were defined. Working higher 
up topographically was Minnova, exploring roughly the same stratigraphy and also achieving 
similar results. Their program included Pulse EM and drilling of five holes. This accounts for 
the known work in the area of concern to this report. 

1.20 Summary of Work Done 
The 1999 exploration program on the Horn property now owned by Black Bull 

Resources, included geological mapping and a single soil geochem grid. The area with it’s 
rough terrain, thick bush in places, and a general lack of outcrop means any thorough 
assessment requires intense investigation which is still lacking to date. 

2.00 Geological Mapping 
An initial program ofmapping was undertaken to help evaluate the property. Mapping 

at 1: 10,000 meant picking up a11 exposures in roadcuts and then traversing the area to provide 
a broad coverage of natural exposures. The mapping does not cover the entire eastern Horn 
property as it exists. 

The Horn (Bum) property covers a broad stretch of lower stratigraphy in the 
AIdridge Formation together with extensive Moyie intrusions, juxtaposed against the 
major St.Mary reverse fault. The Aldridge is the oldest formation of the Proterozoic Beh- 
Purcell Supergroup. The Super-group is a thick sequence of terrigenous elastic, carbonate, 
and minor volcanic rocks of Middle Proterozoic age. The basal Aldridge Formation, as 
exposed in Canada, is siliciclastic turbidites about 4000 meters thick. It is informally 
divided into the Lower, Middle, and Upper members. To the north and east in the basin, 
the Lower Aldridge, the base of which is not exposed, is about 1500 meters of rusty 
weathering (due to pyrrhotite), thin to medium bedded argillite, wacke and quartzitic 
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wacke generally interpreted as distal turbidites. The Sullivan orebody occurs at the top of 
this division. To the south and west in the basin in Canada, the upper part of the Lower 
Aldridge is dominated by grey weathering, medium to thick bedded quartz wackes 
considered to be proximal turbidites. The Lower Aldridge is commonly host to a 
proliferation of Moyie intrusions, principally as sills. The Middle Aldridge is about 2500 
meters of grey to rusty weathering dominantly medium bedded quartzitic wacke turbidites 
with periodic inter-turbidite intervals of thin bedded, rusty weathering argillites some of 
which form fhtely laminated marker beds (time stratigraphic units correlated over great 
distances within the AldridgelPrichard basin). The Upper Aldridge is about 300 meters of 
thin bedded to laminated, rusty weathering, dark argillite and grey siltite often in couplet- 
style beds. 

It should be noted that the 1999 mapping is incomplete, thereby limiting the 
coverage of available outcrops and imposing greater uncertainty on the geological 
interpretation. To add significantly to the interpretations would require more detailed and 
time consuming traversing in rugged terrain. 

The St. Mary region is on the crest of the major Purcell Anticlinorium. The Horn 
property is underlain predominantly by fault segmented Lower Aldridge stratigraphy with 
its usual high percentage of Moyie intrusives. The major reverse fault forming the 
geological boundary to the south of the claims is the St. Mary fault which transects the 
area on a west-southwest trend. 

The eastern portion of the Horn (Bum) claims has been discussed briefly in a 
previous assessment report for I998 when a few days were spent on the property. This 
continuation of the work involved traversing to add to the early framework. The region is 
entirely within the Lower Aldridge which somewhat characteristically is intruded by 
numerous Moy<e intrusions, principally as sills. The sediments are dominated by thin to 
medium bedded, pyrrhotite-bearing, wacke to quartzitic wacke distal turbidites. A higher 
grade of metamorphism and deformation can locally produce phyllitic rocks through to 
muscovite schists. There are areas with a predominance of quartzite in outcrop and talus, 
they may represent the footwall quartz&e sequence present within the Sullivan Mine 
footwall stratigraphy but current thinking suggests they are not. The stratigraphic level 
through the property has not been determined because of poor outcrop, prolific intrusions, 
and the complex structural setting. More intensive study may provide better definition of 
the stratigraphy. 

On the west side of the claims of concern to this report, the sedimentary/intrusive 
package is east-dipping with moderate dips yielding to steeper structure against a north- 
striking major fault which dips 60 to 70 degrees to the west. Up to 100 meters wide, this 
intense shear includes gabbro and albitized/chloritized sediments within and bounding the 
structure. 

Central to the claims strikes are more east-west with modest dips either to the 
south or north. 

Moving east the geology is dominated by a west-dipping panel of sediments and 
gabbro sills. This is bounded on the east by a major northeast-striking thrust fault. The 
majority of the claims being considered lie west of this fault and appear to form a broad 
syncline with a fold axis plunging to the northwest. 
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The most easterly claims are underlain by Middle Aldridge rocks east of the 
northeast-striking thrust fault and north of the St. Mary fault Wedged between two major 
faults this panel is intensely deformed. Isoclinal folding dominates with northeast-trending 
fold axes and some overturned limbs documented. One major gabbro intrusion parallels 
the thrust fault. Sill-like in it’s distribution, it is likely cross-cutting in detail. 

The Moyie intrusions are difficult to correlate through the area due to rugged 
terrain, a lack of outcrop, and folding of the entire package. The intrusions are dominantly 
dark green weathering, massive, fine through coarse crystalline gabbros dominated by 
hornblende and plagioclase. On the eastern and western extremities of the claims, one sill 
in particular has associated granofels. This is considered to be altered sediment bounding 
or internal to a gabbro sill. Also in evidence on a restricted basis is pegmatite (feldspar, 
muscovite, quartz, tourmaline) as small cross-cutting bodies or sill-like lenses. These units 
are considered part of the Proterozoic Hellroaring Creek Stock intrusive suite. 

No significant sulfide accumulations were noted during this mapping. 

3.00 GEOCHEMISTRY 
A small soil geochem grid and a single line of contour soil geochem were 

completed over the south central portion of the Horn claim block. The grid included 165 
samples collected Tom stations 100 meters apart on lines spaced 200 meters apart. The 
contour line done on the 2000 meter contour totalled 40 samples collected every 50 
meters. Sampling in the field was done by digging to the B horizon soils (average depth 20 
cm) and bagging in paper envelopes about 150 to 250 grams of soil. Rocks encountered in 
the sampling were limited to the Lower Aldridge type wackes and quartzitic wackes and 
gabbro material. 

The analytical work was completed by Rossbacher Laboratories Ltd., 2225 
Springer Ave., Burnaby, B.C. V5B 3Nl. Soils analyzed were minus 80 mesh with lab 
preparation of samples including: taking a 0.5 gram sample, digesting it in a HCGHN03- 
H20 at 95 degrees C and then diluting to 10 ml with water. 29-element ICP was then 
performed. The process is only a partial leach for some elements but not for the base 
metals of prime interest in this survey. 

The grid results are insignificant. A few Pb values above 30ppm occur but there is 
no clustering. The zinc values are low and uninteresting. The single contour line to the 
south does have elevated zinc above 120 ppm but only one spot sample significantly high. 
There are scattered anomalous values for copper, arsenic, and silver but again there are no 
indications of widespread mineralization. 

4.00 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
A significant amount of geological data has been collected over the claims of 

concern and on those surrounding. It is impossible to separate comments and make them 
strictly applicable to the claims with assessment due at this time, so overlap will occur 
with later reports. Due to the rugged topography, structure, lack of outcrop and 
volumetrically high intrusion percentage, it is difficult to correlate or extrapolate the 
geology for any distance. Lower Aldridge sediments dominate but are lacking “markers” 
to help establish the stratigraphy. Gabbro sills are very common but their distribution is 
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still poorly defined. No “Sullivan Indicators”, ie. features associated with the Sullivan 
orebody and considered important in it’s formation, have been located on the claims under 
discussion. Two major faults have been mapped, both are thought to be steep-dipping 
thrust faults. Both have considerable alteration along them as albite and chlorite alteration 
of the sediments. There are a variety of intrusions including the Moyie gabbros, granitic 
pegmatites, and granofels noted in two localities fringing the claims. 

The soil geochem results are not encouraging. Although it is wide-spaced sampling 
on the grid, the Pb and Zn values are low and do not justify intensifying the coverage. The 
single contour line to the south has some elevated Zn values but the results don’t stand 
done as significant. 

5.00 ITEMIZED COST STATEMENT 

Geoiogical Consultant 14 days @ $3 3Ofday mapping 
3 days @ $33O/day report writing 
Transportation 14 days @ $1 OO/day 

Geochem Survey Contractor 205 samples collected 

Assays - Rossbacher Laboratory 205 sample @ $6OO/samples 
Freight 

Map Preparation - AutoCad drawing 16 hrs. X $25/hr 

Clerical Services - type, assemble, deliver 

TOTAL = 

$4,620.00 
990.00 

1,400.oo 

1,230.50 

1,230.OO 

29.92 

400.00 

100.00 

%10,0@0.42 

- 
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6.00 AUTHOR’S QUALIIWATIONS 

I, Douglas Anderson, Consulting Geologicai Engineer, have my office at 3205 6th. St. 
South in Cranbrook, B.C., VlC 6Kl. 

I graduated from the University of British Columbia in 1969 with a Bachelor of Applied 
Science in Geological Engineering. 

I have practiced my profession since 1969, predominantly with one large mining company, 
in a number of capacities ah over Western Canada. 

I am a Registered Professional Engineer and member of the Association of Professional 
Engineers and Geoscientists of B.C., and I am authorized to use their seal which has been 
affixed to this report. 

I am also a Fellow of the Geological Association of Canada. 

Dated this 12” day of October, 1999 

Douglas Lderson, P.Eng., B.A.Sc., FGAC 
Consulting GeoIogicaI Engineer 






















